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Abstract
UOV is one of the most important signature schemes in Multivariate Public Key Cryptography
(MPKC). It has a strong security guarantee and is considered to be quantum-resistant.
However, it suffers from large key size and its signing procedure is relatively slow. In this
paper, we propose a new secure UOV variant (Circulant UOV) with shorter private key and
higher signing efficiency. We estimate that the private key size of Circulant UOV is smaller by
about 45% than that of the regular UOV and its signing speed is more than 14 times faster than
that of the regular UOV. We also give a practical implementation on modern x64 CPU, which
shows that Circulant UOV is comparable to many other signature schemes.
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1. Introduction

In [1] [2], Shor proposed some polynomial-time algorithms for prime factorization and
discrete logarithms on a quantum computer. It posed a serious threat to some existing
cryptographic schemes such as RSA and ECC, which are based on those problems. After that,
Post-Quantum Cryptography [3] [4], which is secure against attacks by a quantum computer,
became a very important research area. MPKC (Multivariate Public Key Cryptography) is one
of the most promising candidates for Post-Quantum Cryptography.
Since the first MPKC scheme: MI [5] was proposed in 1985, this area has undergone a
rapid development in last two or three decades. A lot of MPKC encryption and signature
schemes have been proposed, e.g., TTS [6], MQQ [7], ABC [8], HFE [9], ZHFE [10], EFC
[50] etc. However, most of them were broken by various attacks, such as MinRank [6] ,
HighRank attack [11] [6], Direct attack, Differential attack [46] and
Rainbow-Band-Separation attack [12] [11]. Despite this, UOV (Unbalanced Oil and Vinegar
scheme) remains secure for almost two decades. None of the existing attacks can cause severe
security threats to it.
However, like other MPKC schemes, UOV has not been widely used. One reason is that
it has a large key size. The other reason is that UOV is not known as the fastest multivariate
signature scheme. Many MPKC signature schemes such as Gui [13] and Rainbow [14]
outperform UOV in signing speed. To make UOV practical, we have to reduce the key size
and improve the signing speed. Some work has been done to reduce the public key size of
UOV or UOV-like schemes. In [15] [16] [17], the authors proposed Cyclic UOV to insert
some special sequences into the generation of public key to reduce the public key size. The
public key size is reduced by 83% compared with regular UOV. In addition, the verification
procedure is sped up according to the conclusion made in [18].
Several variants of Rainbow or UOV using sparse private keys have been proposed to
reduce the private key size. TTS and enhanced TTS are such schemes. The parameters
proposed in the original paper of TTS and enhanced TTS are broken, but the method of
reducing the size of the private key which use the sparse key is surviving now. In general,
these schemes use three methods, including PRNG (Pseudorandom Number Generator)
method, Matrix-based method and NT method, to construct their central maps.
PRNG method is to reduce the private key size by using a pseudorandom number
generator [19] [20]. This method can reduce the key size to a constant, but it will also decrease
the signature generation performance seriously. Matrix-based method divides the central maps
of Rainbow into smaller blocks by using diagonal matrix representations [21] [22]. This
method reduces the private key size of Rainbow and requires one to solve a much smaller
systems of linear equations. The NT method introduce some rotating relations into
Vinegar-Vinegar terms of the central maps of Rainbow [23] so that the same matrix
computation appears several times.
Matrix-based method and NT method were originally designed for Rainbow. As UOV
can be considered as a single layer Rainbow, these two methods can also be applied to UOV.
In [24], authors proposed MB-UOV by combining these methods. However, we find out that
associated symmetric matrices P’i of public key polynomials Pi of Matrix-based UOV leak the
a subspace T-1(O) with dimension o-d. Attackers can form an equivalent key of MB-UOV
using this subspace in polynomial time.
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Our Contributions: In this paper, we propose Circulant UOV with higher signature
generating efficiency and shorter private key. Our contribution is twofold. On the theoretical
side, we explore a new method to construct a UOV signature scheme with higher signature
generating efficiency and shorter private key. Analysis and theories are provided to show the
security and efficiencies of our proposed scheme. On the practical side, we implement our
Circulant UOV and other UOV variants on a Intel Core i7-4790 @3.60Ghz CPU. Experiments
shows that Circulant UOV is better than all the existing UOV variants in terms of signature
generation and private keysize. We also give an overall comparison with Gui, Rainbow, GLP, RSA
and ECDSA under different security requirements. The results show that Circulant UOV outperforms
many other signature schemes in both signing and verification speed.

2. UOV
In this section, we will introduce UOV and its variants. For the convenience of readers, the
meaning of notations can be found in the table of notations in appendix.
2.1 Basic UOV
UOV is a modified version of the Oil and Vinegar scheme designed by J. Patarin [26] to
prevent OV attack [25]. It poses a strong security and none of the existing attacks can cause
severe security threats to it.
To figure out what UOV is, first of all, we’d like to introduce the concept of Oil-Vinegar
polynomial with the following form:

=
f

v

v

o

v

v

o

∑∑ aij x 'i x ' j + ∑∑ bij xi x ' j + ∑ β j x ' j + ∑ α i xi + c .

=i 1 =j 1

=i 1 =j 1

=j 1

=i 1

Variables are divided into two kinds in the above polynomial: Oil variables xi and Vinegar
variables x’j. The number of Oil variables is o and the number of the Vinegar variables is v.
Central map F can be composed of o Oil-Vinegar polynomials over the base field K. The
invertibility of the central map comes from the fact that once random values are assigned to the
Vinegar variables set, it becomes a set of linear equations of Oil variables and can be solved by
Gauss Elimination.
Once the central map F: Kn→Km is determined, the public key P can be calculated as:
P=F∘T : Kn→Km, in which T: Kn→Kn is an affine transformation. The inverse of P can be
computed as follows:
Step 1 Randomly choose v1,…, vv ∈ K.
Step 2 Substitute (x1,…,xv) with (v1,…,vv), we will get o linear equations of o
variables. Solve the system and obtain a solution x1 ,…, xo (If the system is
not regular, go back to Step 1). Let (x1,…,xn)=(x’1,…,x’v, x1 ,…, xo ).
Step 3 Apply inverse map of T to (x1,…,xn).
Define d=v-o. When d=0, it’s called balanced Oil-Vinegar scheme (OV for short). When
d>0, it’s known as UOV [26].
2.2 UOV Variants
In [15] [16] [17], the authors proposed Cyclic UOV to insert some special sequences into the
generation of public key to save some memory. Many people follow this work because the
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cyclic method reduces UOV public key size and improves verification speed. It also enjoys
strong security guarantee just like regular UOV.
Cyclic UOV can be used to reduce public key size and improve verification speed of
UOV. It is not difficult to reduce the private key size of UOV in comparison with the reduction
of public key size. For example, one can use a pseudorandom number generator to compress
the private key size of UOV into a constant number. But this method will severely reduce the
signing speed.
Matrix-based Rainbow and NT Rainbow, which use sparse private keys, have been
proposed to reduce the private key size and improve the signing speed. As UOV can be
considered as a single layer Rainbow, these techniques can also be applied to UOV. In [24],
Tan et al. proposed MB-UOV with smaller private key and faster signature generation by
combining these methods.
We find out that associated symmetric matrices P’i of public key polynomials Pi of
Matrix-based UOV leak a subspace T-1(O) with dimension o-d, where d is usually equal to 2 or
3 in Matrix-based UOV. This is because the quadratic matrices F’i of the central map
polynomials Fi of Matrix-based UOV is not full rank and each kernel of them happens to be a
subspace of Oil Space O. Attackers can form an equivalent key of Matrix-based UOV using
this subspace in polynomial time 1. This is actually a kind of Rank attack. One may think we
can apply a left affine transformation S into Matrix-based UOV public key to block this attack.
But this will not solve the problem fundamentally because attackers can use the HighRank
attack to eliminate the impact of S. In order to increase the complexity of HighRank attack, we
should choose large basic field for Matrix-based UOV. This will severely degrade the
performance of Matrix-based UOV. It should be noted that authors have already considered
this kind of attack in Matrix-based Rainbow [22].
Although Matrix-based method is not suitable for UOV, The NT method is a good way to
reduce the private key size and improve the signing speed of UOV.

3. A NEW SECURE UOV VARIANT
In this section, we propose a new variant of UOV, called Circulant UOV. Although its name is
similar to Cyclic UOV, the basic ideas are quite different. In Cyclic UOV, the authors manage
to reduce the public key size and verification complexity. But in our Circulant UOV, we aim at
reducing the private key size and improving signing speed. We will begin by explaining the
basic idea underlying our scheme.
3.1 Basic Underlying Idea
The basic idea underlying our scheme is to speed up Step 2 of UOV signing process, which is
the slowest part of the signing algorithm. In Step 2 of UOV signature generation process, we
need to solve a system of linear equations described as LX=V, where L is a o-by-o square
matrix and V is a column vector of size o, X is a size o column vector of variables. In general,
we use Gauss Elimination to find X, which is very costly. In Circulant UOV, we put some
rotating relations in parts of UOV central matrices to make L become a circulant matrix. Here
we define an o-by-o circulant matrix L taking the following form:

1

Code of our attack can be found at https://github.com/edwardz246003/MB-UOV-attack.
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The inverse of a circulant matrix can be computed very efficiently by using Extended
Euclidean algorithm. In addition, the structure introduced in private key will also improve the
speed of the remaining parts of Step 2 significantly.
3.2 Private Key of Circulant UOV
At first, we show that the matrix representation of our new UOV central polynomials. We keep
the constant and linear parts so that our central matrices are (n+1)-by-(n+1) matrices of the
form in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Central matrix of Circulant UOV.

The white area stands for zero elements. The gray areas mean arbitrary elements in the
base field. The blue areas will have some rotating relations with other central matrices.
Submatrix Ai is a v-by-v matrix standing for Vinegar-Vinegar cross-terms coefficients, Bi is a
v-by-o matrix standing for Oil-Vinegar cross-terms. βi in the last column is the linear
coefficients of Oil variables. αi is the linear coefficients of Vinegar variables and ci is the
constant term. Every single central matrix of Circulant UOV looks exactly the same as regular
UOV.
In fact, A Circulant UOV doesn’t have circulant matrix in its central matrices. It only has
some rotating relations among parts of submatrix of different central matrices. Those rotating
relations will help us get a circulant matrix during the signing process. If we write matrix Bi in
column form, Bi and βi have the following rotating relations:
B1=(b1,b2,…,bo)
B2=(bo,b1,…,bo-1)
┋
Bo=(b2,b3,…,b1)

βi=(β1’, β2’,…, βo’)
βi=(βo’, β1’,…, βo-1’)
┋
βi=(β2’, β3’,…, β1’)
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3.2 Inverting the Central Map
In this section, we are going to describe how to invert the central map of Circulant UOV.
Assume the value to be inverted is M. We randomly choose a Vinegar vector v.
Substituting (x1,…,xv) with (v1,…,vv), we will get a linear equation system of o variables. For
each central polynomial Pk we get an equation:
linear in o
cons tan t



 

T
T
T
v ⋅ A k ⋅ v + v ⋅ ak + ck + v ⋅ Bk ⋅ o + βk ⋅ o =
yk ,

where vector o=(o1,…,oo) stands for Oil variables. Let uk = yk − ( vT ⋅ A k ⋅ v + vT ⋅ ak + ck )
for k∈[1,…,o]. Then we get a linear system:
 vT ⋅ B1 + β1   o1   u1 
 T
 
 

 v ⋅ B 2 + β 2   o2   u2  .

⋅   =
  

 T
 
 

 v ⋅ B o -1 + β o -1   oo −1   uo −1 
 vT ⋅ B + β   o   u 
o 
 o 
o
o  


L

Matrix Bi and vector βi have rotating relations. After plugging in v, L will be an o-by-o
circulant matrix, which can be inverted efficiently.
Computing L: Before talking about how to invert L, we first introduce how to calculate L
efficiently. To compute matrix L, we need to compute vT*Bk+βk for k∈[1,…,o]. Since Bk is
generated by cyclically right rotating k rows of B1 and βk is generated by cyclically down
rotating k elements of β1, the signer only needs to compute the first row of L. The rest of L are
generated by its right rotating sequences. The time complexity of computing L is improved by
a factor of o.
Invertible probability of L: If the matrix L we get is not invertible, we have to choose
another random Vinegar vector v to get another invertible matrix L. To get a faster signing
algorithm, we have to make sure a random L is invertible with high probability. Here we test
the invertible probability P(o) of a random o-by-o circulant matrix over GF(31) by
experiments. We test each P(o) with o∈[30,120] for 105 times and calculate their average
values. Results are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Estimated value of P(o).
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It seems that P(o) is a periodic function. For most of o, P(o) is close to 30/31, which is the
probability of a random matrix over GF(31). But P(o) will be much smaller if o is a multiple of
5 or 6, so we have to avoid them when choosing parameters.
Inverting L: In this paper, we use Extended Euclidean algorithm to compute the inverse
of a circulant matrix L. Here we give a simple description of it. Suppose L is an invertible
circulant matrix over a finite field Zp. We consider the problem of computing a circulant
matrix J such that LJ = I (It is well known that the inverse of a circulant matrix is still
circulant). Let (l0,l1,…,l0-1) be the first row of L. It is natural to associate L with the polynomial
o −1

f ( x) = ∑ li x i (over the ring Zp[x]). Computing the inverse of L is equivalent to finding a
i =0

polynomial g(x) in Zp[x] such that f(x)*g(x)=1 mod xo-1 [27]. Hence, the problem of inverting
a circulant matrix is equivalent to inverting a polynomial in the ring Zp[x]/(xo-1). It takes about
O(o2) arithmetic operations by using the Extended Euclidean algorithm. In short, inverting L
of Circulant UOV is much faster than that of regular UOV. Table 1 gives a comparison of
them.
Table 1. A comparison between regular UOV and Circulant UOV in inverting L.
Computing L
Computing L−1

Circulant UOV
O(o2)
O(o2)

Regular UOV
O(o3)
O(o3)

3.4 Size of Central Map
Based on the previous description of how to construct Circulant UOV, we list the parameters
needed to build the central map:
1) B1: the initial v-by-o matrix corresponding to the coefficients of cross-terms

between Vinegar variables and Oil variables.

2) β1: the initial o dimension vector corresponding to the coefficients of linear terms

in Oil variables.
3) Ak for k∈[1,…,o]: o random v-by-v matrices.
4) ak for k∈[1,…,o]: all the v dimension vectors corresponding to the coefficients of

linear terms in Vinegar variables.

5) ck for k∈[1,…,o]: all constant terms for central polynomials.

We can estimate that the size of Circulant UOV central map is given by

o⋅(

v ⋅ (v + 1)
+ v + 1) + o ⋅ v + o
2

field elements. For reasonable parameters, it’s about 45% smaller than and the private key size
of regular UOV which is given by

o⋅(

v ⋅ (v + 1)
+ o ⋅ v + n + 1)
2

field elements.
3.5 General Description of Circulant UOV
Here, we give a general description of Circulant UOV. Compared with regular UOV, a left
affine transformation S is added into our Circulant UOV to increase security. Affine
transformation can be computed efficiently, especially by using AVX2 instructions. So it will
not affect the signing speed.
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Key generation: According to the required security level, we choose the appropriate set
of parameters which include the finite field K=GF(q), number of Vinegar variables v and
number of Oil variables o. Set n=v+o. Then we generate the key as follows.
1) Randomly choose (B1, β1,T,S) and (Ak, ak,ck) for k∈[1,…,o].
2) Use (B1, β1) to generaten (Bk, βo k) for k∈[2,…,o] to construct central map F.
3) Compute P=S∘F∘T: K → K as public key.
4) Store (B1, β1,T -1,S -1) and (Ak,ak,ck) for k∈[1,…,o] as private key.

Signature generation: Suppose the document to be signed is M, then we sign it as
follows:
1) Hash it to Y∈Ko.
2) Apply affine transformation S-1 to Y. Let Y’=S-1(Y).
3) Use method mentioned in Section 3.3 to invert the central map: X’=F-1(Y’).
4) Invert the linear affine transformation: X=T-1(X’). Output X∈Kn as signature.
Signature verification: The signer sends document-signature pair (M,X) to a receiver.
Receiver verifies the correctness of the signature by checking if P(X)=Hash(M). If it matches,
the signature is legitimate. Otherwise, reject it.

4. SECURITY OF CIRCULANT UOV
In this section, we are going to analyze the security of Circulant UOV by applying known
existing attacks to it.
In Circulant UOV, the public key is a composite mapping P=S∘F∘T. Since all the
components of the central map F are Oil and Vinegar polynomials, components of S∘F will
also be Oil and Vinegar polynomials (These polynomials will no longer have the circulant
structure). This means that Circulant UOV is indeed a subset of normal UOV, but we will
show that it is as hard as regular UOV if we choose the parameters appropriately.
4.1 Direct Attack
The most straightforward method to attack the UOV signature scheme is to solve the public
system P(X)=Y directly. When solving an underdetermined multivariate nonlinear polynomial
system, it is often a good strategy to guess some variables to create an overdetermined system.
This is called Hybrid approach. We carried out a number of experiments with MAGMA [28],
which contains an efficient implementation of F4 algorithm [29] [30] for computing Gröbner
bases [31]. We generate 100 random instances for each Circulant UOV and regular UOV and
record their average performance against F4 algorithm with Hybrid approach. Table 2 shows
the results of our experiments on attacking Circulant UOV and regular UOV over base fields
GF(31) and GF(5).
Table 2. A comparison between regular UOV and Circulant UOV against Direct attack.
Parameters
Regular UOV
Circulant UOV
(K,n,m)
(GF(31),9,3)
0.312s
0.305s
(GF(31),12,4)
16.379s
16.511s
(GF(31),15,5)
893.967s
889.658s
(GF(5),9,3)
0.289s
0.295s
(GF(5),12,4)
10.812s
10.774s
(GF(5),15,5)
547.251s
544.93s
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From Table 2, we can see that the attack time for Circulant UOV is extremely close to that for
regular UOV. We can conclude that Circulant UOV and regular UOV almost have the same
performance against Direct attack. We can estimate that public systems of Circulant UOV and
UOV have the same degree of regularity. As public systems of UOV behave very similar to
random systems [32], the degree of regularity dreg of public systems of Circulant UOV can be
given as the lowest integer D for which coefficient of zD in

(1 − z 2 ) m
is less or equal to 0. So
(1 − z ) n

the lower bound of the complexity of Direct attack against Circulant UOV using Hybrid
approach can be estimated by [32] [33]

 n − k + d reg − 1
HF5 (q, m, n=
) min q ⋅ O(m ⋅ 
 ).

0≤ k ≤ m
d reg


2

k

4.2 UOV Reconciliation Attack
In UOV scheme, the lower right corner of Fi’ must be zero. UOV Reconciliation attack [34]
exploits this feature to yield some quadratic equations. Attackers have to solve a system of
(n-j)* o quadratic equations in v variables (j = n-1,…,v). If we choose o and v large enough,
UOV Reconciliation attack will not harm the security. As Circulant UOV also have UOV key
structure, attackers having an equivalent key of S∘F can forge signatures. So the original UOV
Reconciliation attack against Circulant UOV can be applied in the same way as against regular
UOV.
One may think that the rotating relations in Circulant UOV might actually give more
equations. For example, we have B1[1,1] B2[1,2]=0. As S involved in, attackers will get cubic
equations in more variables. He may use the rotating relations to get more equations, but this
will not help him to solve the variables. The complexity of this attack is mainly given by the
complexity of solving v*o+o-v cubic equations and o quadratic equations in o2+o-v variables.
The complexity of solving such a system using Gröbner basis can be found in [35] [36] [12]. If
we choose o and v large enough, it will be infeasible to solve such a system.
4.3 Rainbow-Band-Separation Attack
Rainbow-Band-Separation attack is used to break Rainbow. The intrinsic idea of this attack is
to exploit the sparse key structure. Attackers will find an equivalent key (S’,F’,T’) satisfying
that P = S’∘F’∘T’. In Circulant UOV, we have dense cross-terms. In the associated symmetric
matrix F’i of central map, every column looks random. Attackers can not identify zero
elements to run Rainbow-Band-Separation attack.
Some people may think that the rotating relations might give some equations in this
attack. This is incorrect because the equivalent key S’ and T’ in Rainbow-Band-Separation
have specific forms, thus F’ doesn’t have rotating relations anymore. So
Rainbow-Band-Separation attack is not applicable to Circulant UOV.
4.4 UOV Attack
The goal of UOV attack is to find the preimage of Oil subspace O under transformation T-1 by
exploiting a symmety hidden in the differential structure of UOV. It can be considered a
Differential attack [47]. Attackers form random linear combinations of public quadratic
matrices W =

o −1

∑ λ P ' , multiple them with the inverse of one P ’. The complexity of the UOV
i i

0

j
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attack can be estimated by qv-o-1*o4 for UOV. Circulant UOV and UOV have the same
preimage of Oil subspace O under transformation T-1. The probability of W·Pj’ having a non
trivial invariant subspace which is also a subspace of T-1(O) is about qo-v. We generate 100
instances of both regular UOV and Circulant UOV and attack them by UOV attack. Table 3
shows that Circulant UOV and regular UOV almost have the same performance against UOV
attack.
Table 3. The time required to find a basis of T-1(O) in UOV attack.
(GF(31),o,v)
(8,12) (10,14) (8,14) (10,16)
Regular UOV 1.981s 2.421s 934.305s 1205.271s
Circulant UOV 1.992s 2.395s 941.271s 1197.887s

So the complexity of UOV against UOV attack can be estimated by qv-o-1*o4, which is
exponential in v-o. If v and o are close, UOV attack will be a powerful attack. If we choose v
≈2*o like regular UOV, the complexity of this attack will be exponential in o.
4.5 MinRank Attack
Rank attack is a powerful attack against many MPKC schemes. It can be divided into
MinRank attack and HighRank attack. In MinRank attack [37] [38], attackers will conduct an
exhaustive search to find a linear combination of the associated symmetric matrices Pi’ of
public key with minimal rank r. r is the minimal rank of the associated symmetric matrices Fi’
of MPKC central map. As every submatrix Ai in Fi’ is a randomly chosen v-by-v matrix in
Circulant UOV, r will be larger than v with overwhelming probability. To attack the system,
the problem becomes to search for a rank v matrix among linear combinations of o matrices of
size n-by-n. As o is smaller than v and n, the best way to solve the problem is to use an
exhaustive search [37], which takes O(qon3) operations in the base field.
4.6 HighRank Attack
The HighRank attack was designed to attack Rainbow or Rainbow-like MPKC schemes [34].
It can be considered to be the counterpart of the MinRank attack. The goal of this attack is to
find a small kernel shared by a large number of linear combinations of Pi’ and identify a fixed
subspace T-1(Ou) of Rainbow lies in it. Then attackers can separate each Rainbow layer and
generate signatures the same way as a legitimate user. The security of regular UOV is not
threatened by the original HighRank attack because there are no such shared kernel in its
central map.
However, Circulant UOV is vulnerable to HighRank attack if the parameter is not
appropriately chosen. Let Ph ' =

o −1

∑ λ P ' where λ are random elements in the base field. We
i i

i

0

can write

 A
T −T Ph ' T −1 =  T
B

B
,
0

where A is a v-by-v matrix and B is a v-by-o matrix. Suppose matrix A is invertible, then we
have Rank(Ph’)=Rank(A)+Rank(B). The difference between regular UOV and Circulant UOV
is that matrix B in regular UOV is a random matrix but matrix B in Circulant UOV can be
o −1

expressed as B = B1 ∑ λi′R i , where λi’ are random elements in the base field and R is the
0

o-by-o rotating matrix
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0 1 0 0 0


0     
R=  0  0 1 0  .


0  0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0


To analyze the security of Circulant UOV against HighRank attack, we have to analyze
the rank behavior of matrix B. As B1 is a v-by-o random matrix (v≈2o), Rank(B1)=o with
o −1

overwhelming probability. Rank of matrix B is mainly depends on rank of

∑ λ ′R . The
i

i

0

characteristic polynomial of matrix R is xo-1 over the base field. Then we can get the rank of
o −1

∑ λ ′R
i

i

is that

0

o

o −1

0

0

Rank (∑ λi′R i ) =
o − degree( gcd ( x o − 1, ∑ λi′xi )).
For general q and o, attackers can use HighRank attack to find a group of λi’ to make
matrix B not full rank, which will leaks a subspace of T-1(O) with dimension o-Rank(B). The
complexity of finding a subspace with dimension d by using HighRank attack is about

n3
O(q ⋅ ) .After finding enough small subspaces of T-1(O), attackers can combine these
6
d

subspaces into a larger subspace U of T-1(O) and use U to find a preimage X of Y=P(X) for any
Y.
t

∑

Suppose xo-1 can factor as x o − 1 = f k over the base field. Let dk=Degree(fk), we can
k =0

suppose that d0≤d1≤…≤dt. For each dk, attackers can attack Circulant UOV as follows:
Step 1 Let Dk={d1,…,dk}.
Step 2 Get the first element dj of Dk and form an arbitrary linear combination
o −1

Ph ' = ∑ λi Pi ' , Find Uj=ker(Ph’).
i =0

Step 3 If dim(Uj)≥1, set (

o −1

∑ λ P ')U
i =0

Step 4

i i

j

= 0 . If the solution set has dimension o-dj,

remove dj from Dk. If Dk≠∅, goto Step 2.

Let ok =

k

∑d
i =1

i

. Extend the basis of U0,...,Uk to a basis for Kn and use it to

transform the public polynomials into a Oil-Vinegar form with ok Oil
variables and n-ok Vinegar variables.
Step 5 For a vector Y, randomly choose v1,..,vn-o ∈K and substitute x1,...,xn-o with
v1,..,vn-o . Attackers will get o linear equations in ok variables. With
probability qo-ok, attackers can find a preimage X satisfies that P(X)=Y.
The complexity of this attack can be estimated by
k

k

k
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 n3

HighRank (q=
, o) min  ⋅ (q d1 +  + q dk + q o −ok )  .
dk
 6

For different o, the complexity of HighRank attack varies widely. Take the base field
GF(31) as an example, the complexity of HighRank attack is about 3128 for o=29 because
x29-1=(x+30)(x28+x27+...+x+1) over GF(31). However, if o=28, we have
x28-1=(x+1)(x+30)(x2+1)(x6+x5+x4+x3+x2+x+1)(x6+10x5+3x4+10x3+3x2+10x+1)(x6+21x5
+3x4+21x3+3x2+21x+1)(x6+30x5+x4+30x3+x2+30x+1) over GF(31). The complexity of
HighRank attack is about 3116. In order to prevent HighRank attack, we have to choose o
carefully. HighRank attack makes the parameters of Circulant UOV less flexible.
4.7 Linearization Equation Attack
Linearization Equation attack is first discussed in [45] to break C* [51]. The core essence of
Linearization Equation attack is to construct a potential linear relationship between the input
and the output of MPKC public system. There is no evidence shows that UOV and Circulant
UOV is vunlerable to Linearization Equation attack. To prove Circulant UOV is immune to
this attack, we generate engouh input-ouput pairs of the public system of Circulant UOV, and
then substitute them into the equations of Linearization Equation attack. The results show that
there exist no linear relationship between input-output pairs of the public system of Circulant
UOV. So the Linearization Equation attack cannot work on Circulant UOV.
4.8 Other Attacks
From the above analysis, we can conclude that Circulant UOV stands against all known
attacks for UOV if we choose the parameter properly. One may think there may exist some
special attacks which can exploit the rotating relations in the private key of Circulant UOV. In
fact, rotating relations are hard to use in cryptanalysis of MPKC [15]. As we can see, there are
only small parts of the private key has this rotating relations. It becomes even harder to exploit
after applying the left affine transformation S to perturb the private key. Although Circulant
UOV secure against all known attacks, we cannot give a provable security for Circulant UOV.
Similarly, security of UOV and NTRU [48] depends on some hard problem, but does not
reduce to them. There are MPKC schemes and lattice-based system which reduce to hard
lattice problems, but these are much less efficient. We believe careful study of cryptanalytic
techniques can determine the security of Circulant UOV.

5. Experiments and Comparisons
To demonstrate the efficiency of Circulant UOV, we implement it using AVX2 instructions on
an Intel Core i7-4790 @3.60Ghz CPU. AVX2 is a SIMD instruction set for micro-processors
from Intel. It expands most integer commands to 256-bit. We can pack 16 16-bit integer
operands in its 256-bit ymm registers and do 16 integer operations per cycle. It can speed up
matrix vector multiplication over 16-bit integers by a factor of 16 in theory. As there are many
matrix vector multiplications in Circulant UOV encryption and decryption procedure, AVX2
instructions are extremely useful for Circulant UOV.
Nowadays, nearly all the computer support SIMD instructions. Traditional asymmetric
cryptosystems such as RSA and ECC implemented in OpenSSL [39] have already taken the
advantages of SIMD instructions. In CHES 2009, Chen et al. give a Streaming SIMD
Extensions (SSE) implementation of MPKC on x86 CPUs [40]. It shows that the MPKC
signature schemes are faster than the traditional asymmetric cryptosystems in both signing
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time and verification time. However, they haven’t implement UOV. In this paper, we
implement Circulant UOV using SIMD integer operations in AVX2 instructions. We will give
an overall comparison with other signature schemes.
We choose GF(31) as our base field. We use techniques mentioned in [40] and extend
them from SSE version to AVX2 version. The technical details can be found in paper [40]. All
the matrix vector multiplications and polynomial evaluations are vectorized.
5.1 The Minus Method
In [33], the authors presented UOV parameters to achieve 80, 100, 128 bits of security over the
base field GF(31). From the discussion in Section 4, we know that Circulant UOV can use
these parameters for the same security requirements to defend Direct attack. Unfortunately,
parameters of UOV in [33] are not suitable for Circulant UOV because we have to make o
slightly larger to prevent the HighRank attack and make L easily invertible. This will make the
ration between v and o slightly smaller, as the complexity of the UOV attack can be estimated
by qv-o-1*o4. Our choices can still meet the security requirements.
However, the constraint of o will make the public key size and verification time of
Circulant UOV increase by 4% compared with that of regular UOV. In order to solve this
problem. We introduce Minus method into our Circulant UOV. The Minus method was first
suggested in [41] and discovered independently by Patarin and Matsumoto. The Minus
method consists of deleting r polynomial components from a given multivariate public key. It
was used to enhance the security of many MPKC schemes such as MI and HFE [42]. In
Circulant UOV, we delete one or two public polynomials to make it have the same number of
polynomials in public key as regular UOV. This method can make Circulant UOV have the
same public key size and verification time with regular UOV. As the complexity of Direct
attack depends on the number of public polynomials [33], this will not harm the security
against Direct attack. After applying the Minus method, attackers have less information about
the private key, so it will not make other attacks easier.
5.2 Compared with Regular UOV
After picking the appropriate parameters, we implement Circulant UOV with Minus method
and UOV using AVX2 instructions. Then we measure the CPU cycles 1000 times for each
parameters and calculate their average performance. We compare them in key generating time,
signature generating time and private key size. The results are listed in Table 4. In the column
of “Parameters (o,v,r)”, r denotes the number of polynomials we delete from the public key.
As we have the same number of variables n and number of polynomials m in UOV and
Circulant UOV in Table 4, the verifying time, public key size and signature length are the
same. So we will not list them in the table.
From Table 4, we can observe that the private key size of Circulant UOV is reduced by
about 45% compared with regular UOV. For better understanding, we present the signing time
speed-up of Circulant UOV over UOV in Fig. 3.
Table 4. Comparison between Circulant UOV and regular UOV at different security levels over GF
(31).

UOV

Ours

Security
(bit)
80
100
128
80
100
128

Parameters
(o,v,r,m,n)
(33,66,0,33,99)
(41,82,0,41,123)
(52,104,0,52,156)
(34,65,1,33,99)
(43,80,2,41,123)
(53,103,1,52,156)

Private key
Size (kB)
96.5
181.7
364.9
53.9
99.6
196.5

Signing time
(103 cycles)
1,893
3,394
4,093
126
183
277

Key generating time
(103 cycles)
44,964
107,532
299,160
149,472
373,932
732,888
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Fig. 3. Speed-up of Signing time of Circulant UOV over UOV.

Compared with UOV, the speed-up is top at 18.5. In our experiments, the Extended
Euclidean algorithm in Circulant UOV is more than 25 times faster than Gauss Elimination in
UOV. When o and v is small, the computational complexity of UOV signing algorithm is
dominated by Gauss Elimination. This leads to a larger speed-up (80 bit and 100 bit security
for examples). As o and v become larger, the proportion of the complexity of other parts
become larger. The speed-up will be slightly reduced (128 bit security for example).
To show that Circulant UOV is energy efficient compared with regular UOV, we also
implement signing process of Circulant UOV and UOV for 80 bit security in TelosB mote,
which is a low power wireless sensor module. We ignore the verification process because
Circulant UOV and UOV have the same verification process. We generate 100 instances for
each scheme and record their average performance. The energy consumption can be calculated
by the voltage, current and working time of TelosB. Table 5 gives a comparison between
them.
Table 5. Comparison between Circulant UOV and regular UOV on TelosB.
Scheme
UOV
Circulant UOV

Security (bit)
80
80

Code size (byte)
2218
2231

Signing time (ms)
809
211

Signing energy (mJ)
4.37
1.13

From Table 5, we can observe that Circulant UOV is energy efficient compared with
regular UOV on TelosB mote. However, the speed-up of Circulant UOV over UOV in TelosB
is smaller than that in a modern x64 CPU. This is because that the proportion of the complexity
of matrix vector multiplications and polynomial evaluations becomes larger without the help
of SIMD instructions.
5.3 Compared with other UOV variants
In this section, we compare our Circulant UOV with other UOV variants. In [33], authors
implement Cyclic UOV in C on a laptop computer with a 2.53 GHz CPU. It’s unfair to
compare with our results directly, because we use the CPU hardware to accelerate the speed.
As we both implement regular UOV, we can use it as a base to get Cyclic UOV results in our
computing model.
Although Matrix-based method and NT method were originally designed for Rainbow, it
can also be applied to UOV as UOV can be considered as a single layer Rainbow. We
implement them using AVX2 instruction in our computer for better comparison. We compare
Circulant UOV with the other UOV variants over GF(31) for 80 bit security (except
Matrix-based UOV). The results are listed in Table 6.
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The cells with better performance are marked as yellow. Circulant UOV is better at
signing time and private key size; Cyclic UOV is better with respect to verification time and
public key size; regular UOV is only better at key generating time.
Table 6. Comparing with other UOV variants over GF(31).
Scheme

Parameters
(o,v)

Public key
size (kB)

Private key
size (kB)

Signature
size (bit)

Key generating
time(103cycles)

Signing time
(103 cycles)

Verification
time(103cycles)

UOV [26]

(33,66)

101.7

96.5

Cyclic UOV [33]

(33,66)

17.1

96.5

495

44,964

1,893

43

495

22,291,200

1,893

Matrix-based UOV [24]

(33,66,d=3)

101.7

10

54.1

495

151,284

1,242

NT UOV [24]

(33,66)

43

101.7

67.9

495

136,814

1,287

Ours

(34,65,r=1)

43

101.7

53.9

495

149,472

126

43

From Table 6 we can conclude that Circulant method is better than Matrix-based method
and NT method in terms of reducing the private key size and improving signing speed of UOV
liked signature schemes.
As Rainbow can be considered as a multi-layer UOV, it’s natural to think of extending
our Circulant UOV to Circulant Rainbow. However, as parameters of each layer of Circulant
Rainbow should satisfy the parameter constraints of Circulant UOV to prevent HighRank
attack and make L easily invertible, this makes the public key size of Circulant Rainbow 1.5
times larger than regular Rainbow for 80 bit security over GF(31). In order to make the
parameters of Circulant Rainbow more flexible we have to introduce some new techniques to
it. We will focus on this in our future work.
5.4 Compared with Other Signature Schemes
Here we compare our Circulant UOV implementation with Rainbow, Gui, GLP, RSA and
ECDSA implementations.
The fastest known MPKC signature schemes are Rainbow and Gui. For Gui, we get the
implementation result from [13]. As there is no AVX implementation of Rainbow, we
implement it using the same techniques as Circulant UOV. For lattice-based signatures, we
choose GLP which enjoys software speed records for lattice-based signatures [49]. For RSA
and ECDSA, we choose the parameters according to the latest NIST key management
recommendation [43]. We run OpenSSL1.0.1t speed test program in our computer instead of
implementing our own version. OpenSSL is the most popular crypto library in the world. It
already takes advantage of SIMD instructions. Software is compiled for the x64 architecture,
so the comparison will be reasonable. The overall results are listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Overall comparison with other signature schemes.
Scheme

Security
(bit)

Public key
size (Bytes)

Private key
size (Bytes)

Signature
size (bits)

Signing time
(103 cycles)

Verification time
(103 cycles)

Ours(GF(31),34,65,r=1)

80

101.7 K

53.9 K

495

126

43

Ours(GF(31),53,103,r=1)

128

393.6 K

196.5 K

568

306

Gui-96 (96,5,6,6) [13]

80

61.5 K

3.1 K

126

238

277
62

Gui-127 (127,9,4,6) [13]

120

139.2 K

5.2 K

163

1080

122

Rainbow(GF(31),24,20,20) [14]

80

57 K

37 K

320

197

35

RSA-1024 [39]

80

128

128

1024

475

54

RSA-4096 [39]

128

516

516

4096

27190

406

ECDSA B163 [39]

80

41

21

326

720

1440

ECDSA B283 [39]

128

70

35

556

1106

2160

GLP [49]

80

1536

256

9472

634

45
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As we can see in Table 7, Circulant UOV outperforms all other signature schemes in
signing time. Its verification speed outperforms all other signature schemes except Rainbow.
However, the key size of Circulant UOV are larger than other signature schemes.
Anyway, the results we get are sound enough to show that Circulant UOV is comparable
to other signature schemes. It is a promising candidate for Post-Quantum Cryptography.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose Circulant UOV with shorter private key size and higher signature
generating efficiency. We give some concrete parameters for different levels of security and
make an overall comparison with other schemes to confirm the efficiency. Our experiments
show that Circulant UOV is much faster than regular UOV in signing time, and it outperforms
many other signature schemes in speed. It is a promising candidate for Post-Quantum
Cryptography.
Here we list some directions for future work.
1)
Use Circulant UOV to build UOV-based crypto schemes, such as Circulant Rainbow.
2)
Use other primitives such as Toeplitz matrix instead of circulant matrix.
3)
Examine the secure parameters in different base fields.
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Appendix
Notation
o
v
n
m
q
r
K
P
F
T
S
Ai
Bi
βi
αi
ci
Zp[x]
GF(q)
dreg
Fi’
Pi’
O
Rank(·)
Degree(·)
Gcd(·,·)
Rainbow
Rainbow-Band-Separation attack
SIMD
AVX
PRNG

Table of Notations
Meaning
Number of Oil variables
Number of Vinegar variables
Number of variables
Number of polynomials
Order of the base field
Number of polynomials deleted from the public key
Base field
Public system of Circulant UOV
Central map of Circulant UOV
An affine transformation
An affine transformation
v-by-v matrix standing for Vinegar-Vinegar cross-terms
v-by-o matrix standing for Oil-Vinegar cross-terms
Linear coefficients of Oil variables
Linear coefficients of Vinegar variables
Constant term
Univariate polynomial ring over Zp
Galois field of order q
Degree of regularity
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